
Kallberg et al. 1995 (ERA-40 reanalysis)
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Ocean Currents
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Figure 3: Transport stream function in 106 m3/s from the 16-year average. Some of the
contours in the high latitude Southern Ocean have been omitted. The function is set to
zero on the western boundaries (from a code of B. Klinger).

Figure 4: 106w (z = 117.5 m) in m/s. Regions of suction (wE > 0) and pumping
(wE < 0) are distinct but noisy even after 16 years of averaging. The regions of equa-
torial upwelling (not an Ekman velocity), and subtropical gyre downward pumping are
conspicuous. Complex structures at high latitudes are not discussed in this paper nor is
the non-Ekman flow on the equator. Note the non-uniform contour intervals. White curve
denotes the zero contour. Compare to Fig. 13 in the Appendix., noting the different ranges
and colorbars.
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Time-averaged (16-year) ocean circulation
Wunsch, 2011
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10.1. THE WIND STRESS AND EKMAN LAYERS 349

Figure 10.11: The global pattern of Ekman vertical velocity (my31) computed
using Eq.(10.7) from the annual mean wind-stress pattern shown in Fig.10.2. Mo-

tion is upward in the green areas, downward in the brown areas. zHn is not

computed over the white strip along the equator because i �$ 0 there. The
thick line is the zero contour. Computed from Trenberth et al (1989) data. The

broad regions of upwelling and downwelling delineated here are used to separate

the ocean in to di�erent dynamical regimes, as indicated by the colors in Fig.9.13.

by zero wind-stress curl lines, that are color-coded in Fig.9.13: subpolar re-
gions (blue) are generally subjected to upwelling, subtropical regions (yellow)
to downwelling and tropical regions (red) to upwelling.

What, then, is the response of the interior ocean to this pattern of up-
welling and downwelling imposed from above?

focus of attention here, but also on biologically important properties such as nutrients.
Subpolar gyres, for example, are replete in nutrients because of upwelling of nutrient-
rich waters from below and so are regions of high biological productivity. Conversely,
subtropical gyres are relative deserts, biologically-speaking, because downwelling driven
by the wind pushes the nutrients away from the sunlit upper layer where photosynthesis
can take place. Thus Ekman pumping has both physical and biogeochemical consequences
for the ocean.
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Floating marine debris surface drift: Convergence and accumulation toward
the South Pacific subtropical gyre
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a b s t r a c t

Whatever its origin is, a floating particle at the sea surface is advected by ocean currents. Surface currents
could be derived from in situ observations or combined with satellite data. For a better resolution in time
and space, we use satellite-derived sea-surface height and wind stress fields with a 1/3! grid from 1993 to
2001 to determine the surface circulation of the South Pacific Ocean. Surface currents are then used to
compute the Lagrangian trajectories of floating debris. Results show an accumulation of the debris in
the eastern-centre region of the South Pacific subtropical gyre ([120!W; 80!W]–[20!S; 40!S]), resulting
from a three-step process: in the first two years, mostly forced by Ekman drift, the debris drift towards
the tropical convergence zone (!30!S). Then they are advected eastward mostly forced by geostrophic
currents. They finally reach the eastern-centre region of the South Pacific subtropical gyre from where
they could not escape.

" 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Floating marine debris (FMD) and other marine pollution threa-
ten the livelihood of coastal communities. Coastlines are strewn
with a myriad of light-weight plastic bags and other debris, mar-
ring the paradise image of the South Pacific, endangering shipping
and human health as well as threatening marine life. It is estimated
that each year around the world more than 100,000 sea animals,
including turtles, die from eating or being caught in plastic bags
and other debris (Wilks, 2006). Despite control measures, the
amount of litter at sea is increasing (Ryan and Moloney, 1993)
and the predominance of plastics varies between 60% and 80% of
the total marine debris (Gregory and Ryan, 1997). Their durability
in the marine environment is still uncertain but they seem to last
from 3 to 10 years, and additives can probably extend this period
to 30–50 years (Gregory, 1978).

Transport of particles by ocean currents is important in physical
oceanography since the particles can be used as a tracer of the
ocean circulation. Conversely, our knowledge of the ocean currents
could help us find the trajectories of FMD in order to study pollut-
ing FMD (Kubota et al., 2005) or to study invasive species (Marti-
nez et al., 2007). On a large scale, extensive studies of FMD have
been carried out in the North Pacific Ocean. Wakata and Sugimori

(1990) investigated surface drift simulations using ship drift data.
Three high-density accumulation areas exist and one of these stag-
nates north of the Hawaii islands. The accumulation mechanism in
this area was clarified by Kubota (1994), using surface currents cal-
culated by combining Ekman and Stokes drifts and geostrophic
currents. Stokes and Ekman drifts were derived from COADS ocean
wind data, while geostrophic currents were derived from Levitus
salinity and temperature data. Then Kubota et al. (2005), used
monthly ERS winds and 5-day Topex/Poseidon sea surface height
on a 1! grid in order to calculate surface current fields for the world
ocean from 1993 to 1998. The Stokes drift effect on the motion of
FMD was considered to be less significant than geostrophic cur-
rents and Ekman drifts. Focusing on the North Pacific, the authors
showed that after a five-year drift FMD accumulate in specific high
density areas such as the mid latitudes and north of Hawaii. A sim-
ilar trend of mid-latitude convergence in other ocean basins as well
as in the South Pacific Ocean has been reported by Kubota et al.
(2005).

The present work is intended to characterize and quantify long-
term drift of FMD in the South Pacific Ocean. This oceanic basin is
insufficiently sampled by surface drifters, especially in its central
part, to provide a suitable spatial coverage. Moreover, drifters al-
most never start their drifts from coasts but in the open ocean
and they could not operate longer than three years. For our pur-
pose, satellite data are more suitable mostly with the unprece-
dented 1/3!-spatial and 7-day temporal global coverage from
1993 to 2001. Considering the durability of FMD (10 years or
more), it is possible with this data set to explore the long-term drift

0025-326X/$ - see front matter " 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.marpolbul.2009.04.022
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A series of 6 numerical experiments is performed using this
method and providing this diagnostic. The first experiment in-
volves the HR total velocity fields, as presented in Section 2.1,
describing sea surface currents. The second experiment only uses
HR Ekman related ocean surface currents. The third experiment
only uses HR geostrophic relative ocean surface currents. The fourth
experiment uses LR OSCAR currents as described in Section 2.3. The
fifth experiment uses the spatially filtered HR total velocity fields
(Section 2.2). These five experiments are carried out over the 8-
year period. In addition, a series of 2 year experiments are consid-
ered with the HR total currents in order to investigate inter annual
variability. The time of the initial condition is then set to be the first
day of each year from 1993 to 1999.

3. Drift trajectories in the South Pacific

3.1. The South Pacific mean surface currents

The mean surface oceanic circulation, calculated from 1993 to
2001, shows the well-documented anticyclonic circulation around
the subtropical gyre of the South Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1).

At the northern boundary, the South Equatorial Current (SEC)
flows southwestward with the highest surface velocities close to
the equator (about 40–50 cm/s), as reported by Jingzhi et al.
(2006) using drifter data archived in the Marine Environmental
Data Service (MEDS). The mean velocity of the surface SEC de-
creases farther south and reaches about 10–20 cm/s around 20!S.
On the western boundary, along the Australian coast, the flow
turns southward in the highly turbulent East Australian Current
(EAC) with 40 cm/s mean velocity from 27!S to 35!S and up to
60 cm/s. This is consistent with the 60 cm/s velocity along 30!S
and until 40 km from the coast found by Mata et al. (2000). Around
35!S, the eastward South Pacific Current (SPC) crosses the ocean
with less than 10 cm/s velocity as found by Stamma et al. (1995).
South of 45!S, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) crosses
the basin eastward and leaves the South Pacific basin via the Drake
Passage. Its velocities are less than 20 cm/s but larger in fronts
although ACC transports more water than any other current
(Klinck and Nowlin, 2001). On the eastern boundary, the Peru/Chile
Current can be detected at 40!S. The northward velocity of this cur-
rent reaches up to 15 cm/s near the coast, and decreases to 5 cm/s

Fig. 2. FMD spatial distribution averaged on a 1! resolution grid. (a) Initial time, (b) after 1 year, (c) after 2 years, (d) after 4 years, (e) after 6 years and (f) after 8 years. On (a)
is plotted the box corresponding to the convergence zone ([150!E; 70!W] & [20!S; 40!S]). It is divided (dashed line) in two regions: its western part ([150!E; 140!W] & [20!S;
40!S]), and its eastern part ([140!W; 70!W] & [20!S; 40!S], i.e. the accumulation area).
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Figure 3: Transport stream function in 106 m3/s from the 16-year average. Some of the
contours in the high latitude Southern Ocean have been omitted. The function is set to
zero on the western boundaries (from a code of B. Klinger).

Figure 4: 106w (z = 117.5 m) in m/s. Regions of suction (wE > 0) and pumping
(wE < 0) are distinct but noisy even after 16 years of averaging. The regions of equa-
torial upwelling (not an Ekman velocity), and subtropical gyre downward pumping are
conspicuous. Complex structures at high latitudes are not discussed in this paper nor is
the non-Ekman flow on the equator. Note the non-uniform contour intervals. White curve
denotes the zero contour. Compare to Fig. 13 in the Appendix., noting the different ranges
and colorbars.
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Sverdrup Flow:

Journal of Marine Research, 69, 417–434, 2011

The decadal mean ocean circulation and Sverdrup balance

by Carl Wunsch1

ABSTRACT
Elementary Sverdrup balance is tested in the context of the time-average of a 16-year duration

time-varying ocean circulation estimate employing the great majority of global-scale data available
between 1992 and 2007. The time-average circulation exhibits all of the conventional major features
as depicted both through its absolute surface topography and vertically integrated transport stream
function. Important small-scale features of the time average only become apparent, however, in the
time-average vertical velocity, whether near the surface or in the abyss. In testing Sverdrup balance,
the requirement is made that there should be a mid-water column depth where the magnitude of the
vertical velocity is less than 10!8 m/s (about 0.3 m/year displacement). The requirement is not met
in the Southern Ocean or high northern latitudes. Over much of the subtropical and lower latitude
ocean, Sverdrup balance appears to provide a quantitatively useful estimate of the meridional transport
(about 40% of the oceanic area). Application to computing the zonal component, by integration from
the eastern boundary is, however, precluded in many places by failure of the local balances close to
the coasts. Failure of Sverdrup balance at high northern latitudes is consistent with the expected much
longer time to achieve dynamic equilibrium there, and the action of other forces, and has important
consequences for ongoing ocean monitoring efforts.

1. Introduction
The very elegant and powerful theories of the time-mean ocean circulation, treated as a

laminar flow, remain of intense interest, despite the widespread recognition that the oceanic
kinetic energy is dominated by the time variability. As described in many textbooks (e.g.,
Kamenkovich, 1977; Pedlosky, 1996; Vallis, 2006; Huang, 2010), the theories have been
the subject of discussion for more than 60 years, and represent a considerable success of
theoretical and observational oceanography. Although failing to describe the major kinetic
energy regions of the ocean—which are dominated by much smaller spatial scales—the
theories have significant skill in reproducing the dominant potential energy reservoirs of
the ocean (see e.g., Ferrari and Wunsch, 2010, for a discussion of the energy reservoirs and
exchanges).

The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (1) to document briefly what is believed to be
the best available estimate of the time-average state of the global ocean, 1992–2007, as

1. Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, U.S.A. email: cwunsch@mit.edu
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Evaluating Sverdrup Balance
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Figure 9: The time required for a first-mode baroclinic Rossby wave signal to cross
the North Atlantic Ocean. Computed as L (y) / ( (y)R2d (y)) , where L (y) is the ocean
width, andRd (y) is the zonal average first baroclinic mode deformation radius value from
Chelton et al. (1998). Despite the poleward narrowing of the ocean, the reduction in both
 and Rd greatly increases the adjustment time with latitude. Note that equilibrium times
would be far longer.
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Figure 10: The normalized difference(f/wE  Vg) / (|f/wE|+ |Vg|) in Sverdrups per
degree of zonal separation where the absolute value is less than 0.1 Sv and |wmin| <
108m/s. Regions of both signs of wE pass the test of sufficiently small values. No
equatorial singularity is seen seen as wE is taken to be its value at z = 117.5m and the
flow right at the equator is the absolute transport, not the geostrophic one.
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Sverdrup balance holds (< 20% error) over at least 40% of  the ocean

Wunsch 2011:

16-year mean wind and velocity

Sverdrup balance holds
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